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Crocodilians are important for understanding the evolutionary history of

amniote neural systems as they are the nearest extant relatives of modern

birds and share a stem amniote ancestor with mammals. Although the cro-

codilian brain has been investigated anatomically, functional studies are

rare. Here, we employed functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI),

never tested in poikilotherms, to investigate crocodilian telencephalic

sensory processing. Juvenile Crocodylus niloticus were placed in a 7 T MRI

scanner to record blood oxygenation level-dependent (BOLD) signal

changes during the presentation of visual and auditory stimuli. Visual

stimulation increased BOLD signals in rostral to mid-caudal portions of

the dorso-lateral anterior dorsal ventricular ridge (ADVR). Simple auditory

stimuli led to signal increase in the rostromedial and caudocentral ADVR.

These activation patterns are in line with previously described projection

fields of diencephalic sensory fibres. Furthermore, complex auditory stimuli

activated additional regions of the caudomedial ADVR. The recruitment of

these additional, presumably higher-order, sensory areas reflects obser-

vations made in birds and mammals. Our results indicate that structural

and functional aspects of sensory processing have been likely conserved

during the evolution of sauropsids. In addition, our study shows that fMRI

can be used to investigate neural processing in poikilotherms, providing a

new avenue for neurobiological research in these critical species.
1. Introduction
Crocodilians are a key species for understanding the evolutionary history of

amniote neural systems as they are the closest extant relatives of modern

birds and share a stem amniote ancestor with mammals [1]. Based on mito-

chondrial genomic evidence, crocodilians diverged from birds approximately

240 million years ago [2]. It appears that the crocodilian phenotype has

remained relatively stable over time [3], making them a useful species to evalu-

ate shared and divergent features of amniote brain structure and function. The

sub-telencephalic sensory regions have remained similar in structure and func-

tion in all vertebrates [4]. The telencephalon, however, has undergone

significant modifications, leading to a layered, cortical organization of the pal-

lium in mammals and a non-layered, nuclear pallium in birds [5]. The

organizational principles of sensory neural processing are highly similar in

birds and mammals, despite the very different architecture of their forebrains

[6,7]. In both classes, sensory information reaching the pallium is processed

in a hierarchical fashion, with relatively simple stimuli activating downstream,

or lower-order, regions within the sensory pallium, while presentation of more

complex stimuli leads to the recruitment of additional higher-order regions

upstream [8,9]. Consequently, simple auditory stimuli, like pure tones, only
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activate auditory core regions within the temporal lobe of pri-

mates [10] or the nidopallial Field L of songbirds, while more

complex stimuli, like music or vocalizations, also activate the

temporal belt and parabelt regions in primates and the cau-

domedial nidopallium (NCM) in birds [11]. These

functional similarities appear to have been conserved despite

the obvious gross anatomical differences of the telencephalon

between these classes and the phylogenetic distance between

them [12]. However, to more accurately reconstruct the

evolutionary history of these neural organizational principles

in mammals and birds, similar information regarding the

crocodilian telencephalon is needed [5,13].

Previous studies that investigated telencephalic sensory

systems in crocodilians [14–19], provided the foundation in

the interpretation of a general systems-level assessment of

the functional organization of sensory processing. However,

functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) has the

advantage of providing a more holistic account of how the

anatomical regions are integrated functionally. By applying

fMRI techniques to the crocodile, we have attempted to over-

come technical limitations. To date, fMRI has only been used

in homoeothermic vertebrates such as humans [20], non-

human mammals [21] and birds [22–24]. Here, we present

the results of our blood oxygenation level-dependent

(BOLD) fMRI study in a poikilothermic species (Crocodylus
niloticus), revealing telencephalic activation patterns resulting

from visual and auditory stimulation.

The aims of our study were: (i) to establish a comprehen-

sive fMRI protocol for reptiles; (ii) to use this protocol to

investigate the functional organization of visual and auditory

systems in a living crocodile; and (iii) to draw conclusions

regarding the organizational principles of sensory system

processing networks in ancestral amniotes.

2. Results
(a) Establishment of an functional magnetic resonance

imaging method for the crocodile
We used a multi-slice single shot gradient echo (GE) EPI

sequence to demonstrate activity-dependent BOLD signals

in the visual and auditory systems of five mildly sedated

Nile crocodiles. Sequence parameters, T1, T2 and T2* relaxo-

metry measurements, and experimental results used to

optimize the fMRI sequence and the BOLD response are pre-

sented in electronic supplementary material, figures S01, S02

and S03. Animals were fixed in a custom-made restrainer to

minimize body and head movements (figure 1a). The esti-

mated motion parameters (see electronic supplementary

material, figure S03 and movie S01) demonstrated that all ani-

mals were immobile during the scanning process and the

motion parameters were much smaller than the used voxel

size of 0.46 � 0.46 mm2 (mean motion across all animals in

any direction 0.018+0.003 mm (mean+ s.d.)).

We employed an ON/OFF block design to measure

BOLD fMRI signals during auditory and visual stimulation

at 7.0 T. The visual stimuli were flashing red/green lights at

2, 5 and 8 Hz flickering frequency (figure 1c) for 24 s with a

36 s inter stimulus interval. Stimuli were presented both

monocularly and binocularly. The auditory stimuli consisted

of: (i) simple sounds, being random chord noise centred

around 1000 Hz (bandwidth: 500 Hz to 1500 Hz) and

3000 Hz (bandwidth: 1500 to 4500 Hz); and (ii) complex
sounds (part of Brandenburg Concerto No. 4 by Johann

Sebastian Bach), which has been previously used as a com-

plex stimulus in bird fMRI studies [11] (figure 1b). All

stimuli lie in the hearing range of crocodiles [13].

The BOLD signal variation was visible in average time

courses in the corresponding regions specifically related to

the visual and auditory stimuli in all of the subjects (see elec-

tronic supplementary material, figure S04 for visual and

auditory stimuli). Using the general linear model (GLM)

analysis method, all subjects represented significant and

reproducible evoked BOLD activation patterns from the

external visual and auditory stimuli within the telencephalon.

(b) Blood oxygenation level-dependent response
topography for visual stimulation

Binocular visual stimulation at 2, 5 and 8 Hz flickering fre-

quencies evoked robust BOLD responses bilaterally in

regions known to form parts of the reptilian visual pathway

[25]. These regions included the thalamic nucleus rotundus

(Rt) and rostral portions of the dorsolateral, anterior dorsal

ventricular ridge (ADVR) in the pallium [26,27]. As this pal-

lial area does not have a specific nomenclature, we refer to it

as area cVsI (crocodilian primary pallial visual area, figures 2a
and electronic supplementary material, figure S07). The

dynamic properties of mean BOLD responses in cVsI and

Rt were identical for all three temporal frequencies and for

both red and green colour light pulses (figure 2b,d ).

Differences between the mean BOLD responses obtained

from the different light pulse frequencies were evaluated

using a two-way ANOVA for each colour with the BOLD

response amplitude (the average of three-time points

around the peak of BOLD response for each stimulus) as

the dependent variable and with frequency and brain

region as independent factors. The results indicate a signi-

ficant effect of brain region (F1,10 ¼ 7.66, p , 0.025) and

frequency (F2,10 ¼ 6.56, p , 0.021) in the green light condition

and a significant effect of frequency (F2,16 ¼ 5.01, p , 0.045)

for red light. Post hoc test results for cVsI demonstrated

that the red 5 Hz stimulus evoked a higher BOLD response

than the 2 Hz (p , 0.031) and 8 Hz (p , 0.039) stimulus,

respectively. By contrast, the green 2 Hz stimulus elicited a

higher mean BOLD response than the 5 Hz (p , 0.004) and

the 8 Hz (p , 0.036) stimuli in cVsI. Statistical comparison

of mean BOLD responses in Rt revealed that 2 Hz (p ,

0.033/0.019, red/green) and 5 Hz (p , 0.045/0.008, red/

green) stimuli evoked higher responses in comparison with

8 Hz, irrespective of colour. Besides these differences,

BOLD responses in cVsI and Rt also differed with respect

to other parameters. Namely, the BOLD responses in cVsI

persisted after the stimulation period, only decreasing 4 s

after the stimulation had ended. By contrast, the stimulus-

dependent BOLD signal in Rt was restricted to the stimulation

period. Furthermore, BOLD responses in Rt reached their

peak value earlier than in cVsI (14+2.5 s and 22.6+ 2.4 s

after stimulus onset, mean+ s.d., n ¼ 5, p , 0.001). There

was also a larger variation of the BOLD responses in Rt in

comparison with cVsI, which was likely caused by the

larger distance between the surface coil and the ventrally

positioned diencephalon, resulting in an increased noise

level. To confirm our findings, we also performed monocular

visual stimulation using the red 8 Hz stimulus in four sub-

jects which revealed comparable but unilateral activation

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 1. Experimental set-up and stimulation procedure. (a) Custom-made
restrainer. Mildly sedated crocodiles were placed in an MRI compatible tube.
To immobilize the animal in Y and Z directions, the snout, tail and back of
the animal were taped to the tube. To control motion artefacts in X direction,
the jaw and head were secured by blocks of Plasticine. (b) Timing of visual
stimuli. The visual stimuli consisted of binocular visual stimulation using two
different colours (green and red), with a flickering frequency at 2, 5 or 8 Hz.
Each stimulus was presented in 20 repeated blocks consisting of 24 s light fol-
lowed by 36 s darkness. (c) Timing of auditory stimuli. Three different stimuli
were used to stimulate the auditory system. Random chords centred around
1000 or 3000 Hz were used as simple stimuli, while classical music (by
Johann Sebastian Bach) was used as a complex stimulus. Stimuli were played
using a speaker in front of the animals. Stimulation was done in 40 repeated
blocks with each block consisting of 12 s sound followed by 18 s silence.
As an example, the spectrogram of the classical music stimulus is shown.
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(see electronic supplementary material for further

information).
(c) Blood oxygenation level-dependent response
topography for different auditory stimulation

To identify brain regions sensitive to auditory stimuli, we used a

sound versus silence contrast. For this, acoustic stimuli were

presented in 40 repeated blocks of 12 s stimulation followed

by 18 s of silence. When simple auditorystimuli were presented,

Z-score maps revealed that the BOLD signal increasedbilaterally

in the rostromedial and caudocentral ADVR. Presentation of the

complex stimulus also activated these areas, but in addition a

bilateral activation of a region within the caudomedial ADVR

close to the lateral ventricle was observed (figure 3 and
electronic supplementary material, figure S07). As these pallial

regions have no specific nomenclature, we refer to them as

cAuI (crocodilian auditory region in the rostromedial ADVR),

cAuII (crocodilian auditory region in the caudo-centrodorsal

ADVR) and cAuIII (crocodilian auditory region in the caudo-

medioventral ADVR). A two-way ANOVA was performed

with the mean BOLD signal as the dependent variable and

stimulus type and brain area as the independent variables. The

results revealed a significant effect of brain area (F2,28¼ 8.69,

p , 0.001) and stimulus type (F2,8 ¼ 10.79, p , 0.001) as well

as a significant interaction between brain area and stimulus

type (F4,28¼ 6.85, p , 0.001). Post hoc tests demonstrated that

there were no significant differences in evoked BOLD responses

between different stimuli for cAuI (all, p . 0.307). By contrast,

the amplitude of evoked BOLD signals in cAuII in the 3000 Hz

condition was significantly higher than in the 1000 Hz condition

( p , 0.021), while there was no significant difference between

complex and simple sounds (p . 0.32). A multiple comparison

analysis of cAuIII revealed that the BOLD signal amplitude in

response to the complex stimulus was significantly higher com-

pared to the amplitude evoked by the simple stimuli (both low

and high frequencies, p , 3205). For all auditory regions ident-

ified, BOLD responses were restricted to the stimulus period

and reached their peak at 7.2+1.8 s, 8.5+2.1 s and 5.3+
1.6 s (mean+ s.d., N ¼ 4) after stimulus onset in cAuI, cAuII

and cAuIII, respectively. The peak of BOLD activation in the

auditory areas in all cases occurred significantly earlier than in

the visual areas cVsI and Rt ( p , 0.001).
3. Discussion
Here, we conducted, to our knowledge, the first fMRI exper-

iment in the brain of a poikilothermic vertebrate. The

established protocol allowed us to record BOLD signals gen-

erated within the crocodile’s forebrain in response to visual

and auditory stimulation. The main evoked BOLD

responses were identified within the ADVR, a neuroanato-

mical structure present in birds and reptiles [28], and

known to process visual, auditory and somatosensory

neural information [13,29,30]. BOLD activation induced by

visual stimuli was found in rostral dorsolateral aspects of

the ADVR, a region we label cVsI—crocodilian primary pal-

lial visual area. Furthermore, visual stimulation elicited

diencephalic activation in the nucleus Rt. Auditory stimu-

lation led to an increase in BOLD signal in the

rostromedial ADVR (cAuI), caudo-central ADVR (cAuII)

and caudo-medial ADVR (cAuIII), with cAuIII being acti-

vated only after exposure to complex acoustic stimuli. This

spatial and functional segregation of activated areas in

response to sensory stimuli differing in modality and com-

plexity closely resembles the situation observed in birds

and mammals. This suggests that the presence of hierarchi-

cally organized, sensory processing networks may be a

shared feature of amniote brains, possibly present in the

common ancestor of amniotes that existed more than 300

million years ago.

(a) Functional magnetic resonance imaging as a
reliable neuroimaging tool in crocodiles

fMRI in reptiles represents a serious challenge due to

ectothermia and irregular respiratory rates [31], both of

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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Figure 2. Activation of the Nile crocodile forebrain after binocular visual stimulation. (a) 3D view and two axial slices illustrating the spatial pattern of significant
signal changes during binocular visual stimulation with red light flickering at 8 Hz. Significant activations were found in the thalamic nucleus rotundus (Rt, left slice)
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which substantially affect fMRI outcomes. We addressed

these problems by first maintaining the body temperature

of the crocodile at 238C. To counter the effects of motion arte-

facts, caused by movement or respiration, we built a

restrainer (figure 1a), in which we secured the mildly sedated

animal during scanning. To counteract motion artefacts

caused by respiration (e.g. intermittent breathing pattern:
respiratory bursts followed by a low respiratory rate, [31]),

we designed a U-shaped device, to minimize the transfer of

respiratory movements to the skull (motion parameters rep-

resented in electronic supplementary material, figure S03

and movie S01; see electronic supplementary material

section for more detailed information). Hence, we were able

to successfully counteract the above-mentioned challenges

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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and produce a reliable and biologically relevant BOLD

activation sequence.

(b) Functional organization of the crocodile’s visual
system

Amniotes share two main parallel image-forming visual

pathways: the tectofugal and thalamofugal pathways. The

tectofugal system includes the retina, the mesencephalic

optic tectum (sauropsids) or superior colliculus (mammals),

the diencephalic nucleus rotundus (sauropsids) or lateral

posterior/pulvinar (mammals) and terminates in the telence-

phalon (entopallium: embedded in the ADVR of birds,

reptiles: dorsolateral ADVR; mammals: extrastriate and

partly primary visual cortex) [6,8,14,25,32–34]. The thalamo-

fugal system for mammals and sauropsids bypasses the

midbrain and projects directly to the diencephalic lateral

geniculate nuclei and on to the telencephalon.

The current study demonstrated a prominent BOLD acti-

vation after visual stimulation in the tectofugal visual system

of the Nile crocodile in a telencephalic area we refer to as area

cVsI. This area corresponds to the termination region of fibres

carrying visual information from the nucleus rotundus to the
ADVR in crocodilians [14–17]. Furthermore, studies in other

reptiles, such as gecko and iguana [35], turtle [36] and snake

[37], have identified visual ADVR regions broadly matching

the localization of cVsI in crocodiles. Two recent studies by

Briscoe et al. [38,39], using genetic markers to identify homol-

ogues of avian pallial subareas in American alligators, found

areas highly resembling the avian meso- and nidopallium in

genetic expression patterns. Within the putative nidopallium,

they also identified primary sensory areas, including a puta-

tive entopallium. The identified entopallium matches cVsI

very well, further strengthening our finding. Besides cVsI,

we found BOLD activation in the diencephalic nucleus rotun-

dus (Rt) in response to light stimulation. Many studies have

shown that Rt is a central part of the tectofugal visual

system in reptiles and birds and relays information from

the optic tectum to the telencephalon [14–17,22]. These

data correlate with our findings, confirming that we recorded

functional correlates of the crocodilian tectofugal visual

system.

A recent fMRI study in pigeons using a similar stimu-

lation paradigm revealed activations in the telencephalic

entopallium [22], which matches cVsI of the current study.

In this pigeon study, no activation of the thalamofugal

http://rspb.royalsocietypublishing.org/
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visual system was found [22]. This is identical to the findings of

the present study in crocodiles (see electronic supplementary

material for further discussion on this point).

Crocodiles are trichromatic with photoreceptors asso-

ciated with green, violet and red [40]. It is likely that their

tectofugal system is involved in colour perception similar to

birds [32,41]. In pigeons, entopallial neurons even show

colour preferences to green and red stimuli [42], resembling

our findings in the Nile crocodile. In addition, we found sig-

nificant frequency differences in cVsI between red and green:

the red stimulus elicited highest BOLD responses at 5 and

green at 2 Hz. No such difference was found for Rt. Indeed,

recent studies in mammals demonstrated that cortical visual

BOLD activations depended on stimulus frequency and

differed according to anatomical region (mesencephalon,

diencephalon and telencephalon) and their internal subdivi-

sions [43,44]. Thus, it is possible that the crocodilian visual

system displays a similar suite of functional similarities like

those observed in birds and mammals.

(c) Functional organization of crocodile’s telencephalic
auditory system

Simple and complex auditory stimulation revealed robust

BOLD activations in three distinct bilateral pallial regions:

cAuI rostro-medial ADVR, cAuII caudo-centrodorsal ADVR

and cAuIII caudo-medioventral ADVR. cAuIII was only

activated by the complex auditory stimulus (figure 3).

The cAuI, localized in the rostromedial region of the

ADVR (figure 3b), showed similar BOLD responses to all

three sound stimuli (1000 Hz, 3000 Hz, classical music),

suggesting a generalized auditory responsivity. The position

of cAuI at the medial border of cVsI resembles topogra-

phically the nidopallium intermedium medialis (NIM) of

pigeons which resides dorsomedially to the entopallium

[45] and receives multimodal thalamic input [45–48]. Electro-

physiological recordings from the thalamic relay to NIM in

pigeons show robust and frequency-independent responses

to auditory stimuli [48]. This correlates with the BOLD acti-

vation pattern identified for cAuI in our crocodile study. In

pigeons, these structures respond to visual stimuli [48], but

this was not the case for crocodile cAuI; however, it is

likely that our visual stimuli were not suited to activate a

response, as the strongest signals in pigeon studies were

elicited to moving lights [48]. A visual activation within an

area corresponding to cAuI has also been described in the

Iguana [30] and cAuI lies in the putative nidopallium ident-

ified in the American alligator [39]. Thus, the crocodilian

cAuI might resemble the avian multimodal NIM.

Like cAuI, cAuII also showed bilateral activation in

response to all stimuli, but was localized in the caudo-central

ADVR (figure 3c). A primary auditory zone in the caudo-

medial ADVR has been described in several reptilian

species [18,49–51]. At least in the caiman (Caiman crocodilus),

this area is even constituted by two overlapping regions with

afferents from the thalamic n. reuniens pars centralis and pars

diffusa that receive ascending auditory input from the tono-

topically organized midbrain torus semicircularis [18,19].

Furthermore, cAuII seems to overlap with field L identified

by Briscoe et al. in the American alligator [39]. Tonotopy is

the hallmark of both the mammalian [52] and the avian

[53] primary auditory telencephalic areas. Although our res-

olution was insufficient to reveal frequency-specific activity
patterns, our frequency-dependent BOLD-signals of cAuII

could hint at tonotopy within this region, which we suggest

is possibly the primary auditory telencephalic region in

crocodiles.

In contrast to cAuI and cAuII, cAuIII was selectively active

during the presentation of complex auditory stimuli, and did

not show BOLD signal increases to simple auditory stimuli

(figure 3d ). fMRI studies in songbirds also demonstrate that

the primary auditory Field L responds to a broad range of

sound stimuli such as white noise, music and birdsong,

while the auditory-associative caudomedial nidopallium

(NCM) and caudal mesopallium [11] only respond to more

temporally complex sounds including classical music and

song. Thus, we suggest cAuIII to be a higher order auditory

area, specifically processing auditory information with

complex spectrotemporal patterns. cAuIII appears to topolo-

gically overlap with auditory areas identified in caiman

[16,18] and other reptiles [29,30,49,54–56]. In addition,

cAuIII seems to be located in an area resembling the caudo-

medial aspects of the putative nidopallium homologue in

the American alligator, which makes it likely that cAuIII is

indeed a structure resembling NCM.

Cumulatively, the auditory data in the current study

reveal three regions in the crocodile pallium: first, a poten-

tially multimodal region that is broadly activated by most

sounds (cAuI); second, a primary and possibly tonotopically

organized auditory region specific to a wide range of fre-

quencies (cAuII); third, an adjacent higher-order auditory

subdivision which selectively responds to complex sounds

(cAuIII). This pattern of organization specific to auditory

processing in crocodilians could possibly resemble the

hierarchical organized auditory processing system evident

in birds and mammals. In both of these classes of vertebrates,

several multimodal pallial/cortical areas integrate broadly

tuned auditory, visual and tactile senses [57,58]. In addition,

both birds and mammals have tonotopically organized

primary pallial/cortical auditory regions (Field L for birds,

primary auditory cortex for mammals) that then transfers

information to more broadly tuned higher-order auditory

association areas (NCM/CM for birds, several cortical areas

creating a belt around the primary cortex in mammals)

[11,53,59]. These associative auditory areas mainly respond

to more temporally complex sounds, including classical

music and song [11].

(d) Is hierarchical processing of sensory information
a conserved feature among amniotes?

Crocodilians represent a distinct and evolutionarily conser-

vative phylogenetic clade closely related to modern birds,

collectively identified as the archosaurians, and share a

common amniote ancestor with mammals [1,6,60]. Thus,

neural traits that are found in crocodiles, birds and mammals

are likely to have been present in the shared amniote ancestor

and have remained relatively unchanged for the past 300

million years [6]. The current study affords the possibility

that the hierarchical processing of sensory information

could be such a conserved neural trait of the amniote brain.

Hierarchical processing is based on the premise that sensory

information is broken down into basic features and later inte-

grated into more complex stimulus categories or other

sensory systems [58,59,61]. As outlined above, these organiz-

ational principles are present in the pallial sensory systems of
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birds and mammals [7,62–64]. The existence of unimodal

and multimodal auditory areas within the reptilian brain

makes it possible that this feature of neural information pro-

cessing might have been present in the common amniote

ancestor of reptiles, birds and mammals. If this is the case,

this would imply that, despite approximately 300 million

years of independent evolutionary trajectories, notwithstand-

ing major changes in the structure of the brains of these three

major classes, hierarchical processing networks would be a

primitive and conserved principle of sensory processing in

the amniote brain. However, to prove this assumption,

further functional evidence, especially from potential

higher-order visual areas in reptilians are required, which is

currently lacking.
oc.B
285:20180178
4. Conclusion
Our study demonstrates that fMRI is an applicable and useful

technique in poikilothermic vertebrate ectotherms, allowing

insights into the functional organization of sensory proces-

sing systems. We revealed the precise location and the

functional organization of both auditory and visual areas

within the ADVR of the Nile crocodile forebrain which are

in line with previous anatomical studies. At least for the audi-

tory system, we could also collect evidence for a possible

hierarchical organization, which would be in line with organ-

izational principles described for the sensory systems of

mammals and birds, and thus may represent a conserved

feature of the amniote brain.
5. Material and methods
(a) Preparation of crocodiles
Five juvenile Nile crocodiles (Crocodylus niloticus, body length

61–73 cm), supplied by the crocodile farm ‘La Ferme Aux Croco-

diles’ (Pierrelatte, France) and housed in the zoo of Bochum were

used in this study. All animals were returned to the crocodile

farm after the experiments. (Information on housing can be

found in the electronic supplementary material.) Before the

scans, animals were mildly sedated with an intramuscular injec-

tion of medetomidine (0.5–1 mg kg21) on the ventral aspect of

the tail. Previous studies have shown that medetomidine, an

a-2 adrenergic agonist, has only a weak effect on BOLD signals

and is thus widely used in fMRI studies [65]. The animals were

then secured in a custom-made holding device which was

placed in the scanner (figure 1a). Post scanning, animals received

intramuscular injections of atipamezole (Antisedanq,

1 mg kg21) in the forelimb to counteract the effects of sedation.

(b) Stimuli
Visual stimuli consisted of either green or red light, flickering at a

frequency of 2, 5 or 8 Hz presented binocularly with two optic

fibres positioned 2 cm in front of the eyes (compare figure 1).

Each stimulus was presented in 20 repeated blocks of 24 s light

followed by 36 s of no stimulation. Furthermore, we conducted

monocular visual stimulation with red light at an 8 Hz flickering

frequency (see electronic supplementary material for further

information). The dominant wavelengths for red/green light

stimuli were 630 and 517 nm, while the intensity of stimuli

(measured 1 cm in front of the fibre optic) was 18.7/28.9 milli-

candela, respectively. Auditory stimuli included a complex

stimulus, namely classical music (first 12 s of Brandenburg Con-

certo No. 4 of Johann Sebastian Bach, compare supplementary
sound S01) and simple stimuli, two random chord stimuli

centred at 1000 Hz (500–1500 Hz) and 3000 Hz (1500–

4500 Hz). Auditory stimuli were presented using a speaker

(SoundCraft) placed in front of the animal at a distance of 8 cm

from the tip of the snout. Stimulation occurred in 40 repeated

blocks of 12 s of sound followed by 18 s silence. All acoustic

stimuli were digitized at 44.1 kHz and were delivered with a

maximum sound pressure level (SPL) of approximately 100 dB

(measured at a 1 cm distance from the speaker).

(c) Magnetic resonance imaging protocols
The imaging was performed on a horizontal-bore small animal

MRI scanner (7.0 T, Bruker BioSpec, 70/30 USR, Germany)

using an 80 mm transmit quadrature birdcage resonator. A

20 mm ring surface coil was positioned on the dorsal aspect of

the head directly over the braincase. Owing to the limited field

of view granted by the coil, we centred the coil over the telence-

phalic hemispheres, excluding the majority of the olfactory tracts

and the olfactory bulb from our analysis. Temperature within the

scanner was kept at a constant 23–248C. Body temperature was

monitored using a temperature probe (Small Animal Instruments,

Inc., SAII) taped to the abdominal skin of the animals.

Initial scanning sessions included acquisition of coronal,

horizontal and sagittal scans using multi-slice rapid acquisition

(RARE) with the following parameters: TR ¼ 4 s; effective TE ¼

40.37 ms; RARE factor¼ 8; no average; acquisition matrix ¼

256 � 128; field of view (FOV) ¼ 32 � 32 mm2; spatial

resolution ¼ 0.125 � 0.25 mm2; slice thickness ¼ 1 mm; number

of slices ¼ 20 coronal, 17 sagittal and 15 horizontal slices; read

orientation ¼ left to right. Based on these images, 15 coronal

slices with no gap between slices, which were positioned in a

way to cover the entire telencephalon, were acquired using a

single shot GE-EPI with following parameters: TR/TEeff ¼

2000/30 ms, matrix size ¼ 96 � 96, FOV ¼ 40 � 40 mm2, flip

angle 608, 15 coronal slices each 1 mm thickness. All experiments

had a length of 1240 s (620 repetitions). The first 20 volumes were

discarded for magnetic field equilibration. Anatomical images

(as expanded functional images) of these slices were acquired

using a RARE sequence with the following parameters: TR ¼

2 s, TE ¼ 43.59 ms, RARE factor ¼ 8, FOV ¼ 40 � 40 mm2, acqui-

sition matrix ¼ 128 � 128. Images were later used to register

individual functional data to the previously obtained high-

resolution anatomical images. Prior to anatomical and functional

image acquisition, a second-order local shim was realized using

static magnetic field mapping (Bruker Mapshim). The volume for

shimming (3 � 4 � 4 mm3) covered the entire telencephalon.

Typical water-line (FWHM) inside the shimmed voxel was

approximately 35 Hz.

For spatial normalization, an anatomical high-resolution T2-

weighted MRI image was acquired with the same orientation as

for the fMRI images using a multiple slice 2D RARE sequence

with following parameters: TR/TEeff ¼ 2000/60 ms; number of

averages ¼ 2; FOV ¼ 40 � 40 mm2; matrix size ¼ 256 � 256;

number of slices ¼ 108, slice thickness¼ 0.25 mm, RARE

factor ¼ 8.

(d) Functional magnetic resonance imaging data
processing

All fMRI data pre-processing and fitting to general linear models

(GLM) was performed using FSL 5.0.9 [66]. Data pre-

processing steps consisted of: (i) upscaling the voxel size by a

factor of 10, (ii) motion correction using the MCFLIRT tool [67],

(iii) slice time correction, (iv) removing of non-brain tissues from

functional data (using a brain mask), (v) spatial smoothing

(FWHM ¼ 8 mm, after upscaling), (vi) temporal filtering (high-

pass filter with cut-off at 60 and 30 s for visual and auditory
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experiments, respectively) and (vii) registration to the high-resol-

ution anatomical images. After analysing individual subjects, the

results were normalized to one of the animal’s anatomical scans

for group analysis. To improve the registration, functional data

were first aligned to the expanded functional image using affine

linear registration (six degrees-of-freedom). Then, expanded func-

tional images were registered to the high-resolution T2-weighted

RARE anatomical images using affine linear registration (12

degrees-of-freedom). Thereafter, RARE images from all individuals

were normalized to the anatomical image of the first animal.

A GLM model implanted in FSL (FEAT) was used to perform

whole-brain statistical analysis. A first-level analysis was con-

structed for each subject to examine regions of the brain sensitive

to visual or auditory stimulation. A custom input file (onsets of

stimuli in seconds, duration of stimuli¼ 12 s or 24 s (sound/

light), weighting¼ 1) and six motion parameters (as confound

regressors) were used to create a design matrix (TN, T representing

the time points and N the number of regressors, here 7) to convolve

with the canonical haemodynamic response (Double-Gamma HRF

function, phase ¼ 5 s) to model each explanatory variable (light or

sound) in each analysis. Two contrasts were specified to investigate

positive and negative effect of the stimuli on brain functions (stimu-

lus versus rest and rest versus stimulus). The threshold of computed

statistics was set to Z . 3.1 to identify contiguous clusters, and a

cluster extend of p , 0.05 was applied to control family error wise

(FEW). The product of first-level analysis served as input for

group-level analysis. For group-level analysis, mixed-effect model

(FLAME1 þ 2) was used with thresholding at Z . 3.1 ( p , 0.001).

(e) Region of interest analysis
To avoid the circularity problem mentioned by Kriegeskorte [68],

we ran localizer sessions for the 8 Hz flickering frequency
condition for both red and green light and the classical music

condition for each individual. To quantify the BOLD response,

ROIs were delineated on high-resolution anatomical images

based on group Z-score maps of the localizer session and then

(using a transformation matrix) projected onto a second session

of each individual for further analysis. The percentage signal

change (PSC) within the selected voxels was calculated by sub-

tracting and dividing each voxel’s response by the average of

the last three baseline time points of the respective block. The

mean PSC was calculated by averaging the PSC over all blocks

without artefacts.
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